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the star outside of the Earths atmosphere.
Stars have been properly limb-darkened and
the companions have been offset relative to
one another to match the modeled impact
parameter (how central the transit is). Some
stars show more than one planet, several have
two or more.
The largest star is 6.1 times larger that the
Sun and the smallest stars are estimated to
be only 0.3 times the radius of the Sun. The
(Jason Rowe, Kepler Project) This image Sun is shown below the top row on the right
depicts 1,235 candidate planets orbiting other by itself with the planets Jupiter and Earth
suns since the Kepler mission's search for Earth- (above Jupiter) in transit. f
like worlds began
in 2009, ordered
by size from top
left to bottom
right. Stars and
the silhouettes of
transiting planets
are all shown
at the same
relative scale,
with enhanced
star colors. Some
stars show more
than one planet
in transit (up
to six!), but you
may have to
examine the
picture carefully
to spot them all.
The colors of the
stars are meant
to represent how
the eye would see

Kepler Transiting
Planet Candidates
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MESSENGER
Kicks Off Yearlong
Campaign of Mercury
Science
(NASA/APL) On April 4th, MESSENGER
(MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging) began its
yearlong science campaign to understand
the innermost planet. The spacecraft will fly
around Mercury 700 times over the next 12
months, and its instruments will perform the
first complete reconnaissance of the cratered
planet’s geochemistry, geophysics, geological
history, atmosphere, magnetosphere, and
plasma environment.
“MESSENGER’s orbital commissioning
phase, which we just completed, demonstrated
that the spacecraft and payload are all operating
nominally, notwithstanding Mercury’s
challenging environment,” says Principal
Investigator Sean Solomon, of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington. “With the beginning
today of the primary science phase of the
mission, we will be making nearly continuous
observations that will allow us to gain the first
global perspective on the innermost planet.
Moreover, as solar activity steadily increases,
we will have a front-row seat on the most
dynamic magnetosphere–atmosphere system
in the Solar System.”
MESSENGER’s 12-month orbital phase covers
two Mercury solar days (one Mercury solar
day, from sunrise to sunrise, is equal to 176
Earth days). This means that the spacecraft
can view a given spot on the surface under
given lighting conditions only twice during the
mission, six months apart, making available
observation time a precious resource. “So the
onOrbit is made available to all K-12

school libraries in Nevada thanks to the
generous contributions from: The Friends
of The Planetarium

surface mapping observations had to be planned
for the entire year far in advance to ensure
coverage of the entire planet under acceptable
illumination and viewing geometries,” says
MESSENGER Deputy Project Scientist Brian
Anderson, who oversaw the planning for
orbital operations.
SciBox, a suite of software tools for science
observation simulation, was developed to help
the team choreograph the complicated process
of maximizing the scientific return from the
mission and minimizing conflicts between
instrument observations, while at the same
time meeting all spacecraft constraints on
pointing, data downlink rates, and onboard
data storage capacity. The SciBox tool simulates
the entire year of science observations and
identifies the best times to take each type of
observation. The commands for each week
of observations are derived from this full
mission analysis.
For instance,Anderson explains,“The remote
sensing instruments to measure topography
and determine surface and atmospheric
composition are fixed on the spacecraft and
share the same view direction. Because the
ideal viewing directions for these instruments
are not the same, we assigned altitude ranges
for which the spacecraft pointing is optimized
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for the science from each instrument. “The
camera has its own pivot, so it has much greater
freedom in viewing the surface and it takes
pictures at all altitudes,” he continues. “Several
other instruments make measurements of
local properties, magnetic field, or charged
particles and acquire excellent data regardless
of the spacecraft pointing.”
SciBox works by finding the best
opportunities for each of the instruments to
make their measurements and then analyzing
how those measurements contribute toward
the science goals of the entire mission. “The
SciBox tool allows us to plan thousands of
science observation activities every week that
have to be precisely timed with customized
spacecraft pointing,” Anderson says.
The observations depend critically on where
the spacecraft is in its orbit around Mercury,
so the final science observation plan was not
generated until the MESSENGER spacecraft
completed Mercury orbit insertion. The
software commands for the initial instrument
operations were sent to MESSENGER about
two weeks after orbit insertion.
“We had to wait until after MESSENGER
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The crater crossing the top center of the image
is Li Ch'ing-Chao. Li Ch'ing-Chao is located in
Mercury's south polar region, near Boccaccio
and Camoes.

was in orbit before we could start building
the actual science sequences that started
April 4, because we needed the actual in-orbit
ephemeris as calculated by our navigation
team to ensure that images and other pointed
observations were taken where planned,”
explains MESSENGER Payload Operations
Manager Alice Berman.
On March 21, her team received the first
ephemeris following Mercury orbit insertion,
a delivery that provided less than two weeks
for each instrument payload lead to generate
inputs, test them, and deliver them to the
mission operations team. That team then had
to merge those science observation commands
with the spacecraft operating commands and
fully test the entire package.

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The rayed crater in the bottom left corner of
this image is Kuiper. The crater Hitomaro,
located to the east of Kuiper, has nearby
dark material.

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/
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The upper right corner of this image lies at
1° N, just above Mercury's equator, whereas
the lower center-left portion is at about 83°
S, just 7° from Mercury's south pole. Unusual
impact craters Berkel and Derain are seen in
the upper right, and the extensive bright ejecta
and rays of Debussy dominate much of the
middle of the view.
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analysis that has to be done every week,”
Berman notes. “From our experience with the
In-the-Life exercises over the last two years,
we determined that we would need three
weeks for that process. But our entire team
did an outstanding job getting it all done on
the accelerated schedule.”
Imaging during the MESSENGER flybys
provided important reconnaissance for the
observations from orbit. During MESSENGER’s
first six months in orbit, MDIS will create new,
higher resolution, global maps of the planet
in color and monochrome, acquired under
near-ideal viewing conditions.
Emphasis during the second six months
will shift to targeted, high-resolution imaging
with the MDIS narrow-angle camera and
acquisition of a second monochrome map
but from a different viewing direction to
allow stereoscopic analysis of topography.
Additionally,
• The Mercury Laser Altimeter will measure
the topography of the northern hemisphere
over four Mercury years.
• The Gamma-Ray and Neutron Spectrometer

For example, the command load for the
initial week’s observations provided for the
acquisition of 4,196 images by the Mercury
Dual Imaging System (MDIS). The MDIS
team had to check the commands governing
each of those images; and the guidance and
control team next had to run detailed software
simulations on all the science guidance and
control commands for the entire week and
then add the non-science commands, such
as those directing solar panel motions and
star trackers. Finally the team re-simulated
the full sequence again.
This image, located in Mercury's south polar
“It’s a tremendous amount of work and region, shows the crater Camoes near the

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.lvastronomy.com/

center of the image. A scarp crosses the floor
and wall of Camoes, in a pattern similar to that
seen at Thakur crater. Camoes takes its name
from the Portuguese poet Luiz Vas de Camoes
(c. 1524-1580). The crater extending out of
the upper left corner of the image is Okyo,
named for the Japanese painter Maruyama
Okyo (1733-1795).
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This pair of images illustrates the differences between the footprints of the WAC
and the NAC, the two cameras that make up
the Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS).
The image on the left is a WAC image that
includes several bright craters. Their bright
ejecta patterns indicate that the craters are
relatively young. The image on the right is a
NAC image taken within the footprint of the
WAC image, revealing a complex crater with
a central peak (marked by the X). The WAC
field of view is approximately seven times
wider than that of the NAC.

and the X-Ray Spectrometer will yield global
maps of elemental composition.
• The Magnetometer will measure the vector
magnetic field under a range of solar
distances and conditions.
• The Visible and Infrared Spectrograph
will produce global maps of surface
reflectance from which surface mineralogy
can be inferred, and the Ultraviolet and
Visible Spectrometer will produce timedependent global maps of exospheric species
abundances versus altitude.
• The Energetic Particle and Plasma
Spectrometer will sample the plasma and
energetic particle population in the solar
wind, at major magnetospheric boundaries,
and throughout the environment of Mercury
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at a range of solar distances and levels of
solar activity.
• The radio science experiment will extend
topographic information to the southern
hemisphere by making occultation
measurements of planet radius, and the
planet’s obliquity and the amplitude of
the physical libration will be determined
independently from the topography and
gravity field.
MESSENGER orbits Mercury twice every
Earth day. Once a day, the spacecraft will stop
making measurements and turn its antenna
toward Earth for eight hours to send data
back, via the Deep Space Network, to the
MESSENGER Mission Operations Center at
the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory in Laurel, Md.
“The engineering teams accomplished
an astonishing achievement by developing,
launching, and guiding MESSENGER through
the inner solar system and safely placing
the spacecraft in orbit about Mercury” says
Anderson. “Now the science planning teams
are working hard to take full advantage of
this unprecedented opportunity to learn
everything we can about Earth’s heretofore
enigmatic sibling planet. With thousands
of science observation commands to plan,
test, and verify every week, not to mention
the need to verify that the observations are
successful, we certainly have our work cut
out for us,” Anderson says. “But we have the
tools, the people, and the processes in place
to do the job. So far, everything is going just
the way we planned.” f

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium

Shows available for all grade levels
are offered Monday thru Friday at
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
and the CSN Planetarium.
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
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NASA Telescopes
Observe
Unprecedented
Explosion
(NASA/STScI) NASA's Swift satellite, Hubble
Space Telescope, and Chandra X-ray Observatory
teamed up to study one of the most puzzling
cosmic blasts ever observed. After more than
a week later, high-energy radiation continues
to brighten and fade from its location.
Astronomers say they have never seen such
a bright, variable, high-energy, long-lasting
burst before. Usually, gamma-ray bursts mark
the destruction of a massive star, and flaring
emission from these events never lasts more
than a few hours.
Although research is ongoing, astronomers
feel that the unusual blast likely arose when a
star wandered too close to its galaxy's central
black hole. Intense tidal forces tore the star
apart, and the infalling gas continues to stream
toward the hole. According to this model, the
spinning black hole formed an outflowing jet
along its rotational axis. A powerful blast of
X-rays and gamma rays is seen when this jet
is pointed in our direction.
On March 28, 2011, Swift's Burst Alert
Telescope discovered the source in the
constellation Draco when it erupted with the
first in a series of powerful blasts.

June

"We know of objects in our own galaxy that
can produce repeated bursts, but they are
thousands to millions of times less powerful
than the bursts we are seeing now. This is truly
extraordinary," said Andrew Fruchter at the
Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore.
Swift determined a position for the explosion,
which is now cataloged as gamma-ray burst
(GRB) 110328A, and informed astronomers
worldwide.
As dozens of telescopes turned to the spot,
astronomers quickly noticed a small, distant
galaxy very near the Swift position. A deep
image taken by Hubble on Monday, April 4,
pinpointed the source of the explosion at
the center of a galaxy which lies 3.8 billion
light-years away from Earth. That same
day, astronomers used NASA's Chandra
X-ray Observatory to make a four-hour-long
exposure of the puzzling source. The image,
which locates the X-ray object 10 times more
precisely than Swift, shows it lies at the center
of the galaxy Hubble imaged.
"We have been eagerly awaiting the Hubble
observation," said Neil Gehrels, the lead
scientist for Swift at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. "The fact
that the explosion occurred in the center of
a galaxy tells us it is most likely associated
with a massive black hole. This solves a key
question about the mysterious event."
Most galaxies, including our own, contain
central black holes with millions of times the
Sun's mass; those in the largest galaxies can
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The Astronomy
Store

be a thousand times larger. The disrupted
star probably succumbed to a black hole less
massive than the Milky Way's, which has a
mass four million times that of our Sun.
Astronomers previously have detected stars
disrupted by supermassive black holes, but
none have shown the X-ray brightness and
variability seen in GRB 110328A. The source
has undergone numerous flares. Since April
3, for example, the source has brightened by
more than five times.
Scientists think that the X-rays may be
coming from matter moving near the speed
of light in a particle jet that forms along the
rotation axis of the spinning black hole as the
star's gas falls into a disk around the black hole.
"The best explanation at the moment is that
we happen to be looking down the barrel of
this jet," said Andrew Levan of the University
of Warwick in the United Kingdom, who led
the Chandra observations. "When we look
straight down these jets, a brightness boost
lets us view details we might otherwise miss."
This brightness increase, which is called
relativistic beaming, occurs when matter
moving close to the speed of light is viewed
nearly head on. Astronomers plan additional
Hubble observations to see if the galaxy's core
changes brightness.
Goddard manages Swift and Hubble. NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Ala., manages Chandra. Hubble was built and
is operated in partnership with the European
Space Agency. Science operations for all three
missions include contributions from many
national and international partners. f

The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday
The Astronomy Store features items for
sale that are of interest to the patrons of
The Planetarium. We carry a wide variety
of novelties, toys and observing aids with
a space or astronomical theme. When
patrons obtain their tickets to planetarium
shows, they can also purchase a variety of
astronomically oriented items. Friends of
The Planetarium receive a 10% discount.

Spitzer Discovers
Time-Delayed Jets
Around Young Star
(NASA/SSC) Astronomers have discovered
that two symmetrical jets shooting away
from opposite sides of a blossoming star are
experiencing a time delay: knots of gas and
dust from one jet blast off four-and-a-half years
later than identical knots from the other jet.
The finding, which required the infrared
vision of NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope, is
helping astronomers understand how jets are
produced around forming stars, including
those resembling our sun when it was young.
"More studies are needed to determine if other
jets have time delays," said Alberto NoriegaCrespo of NASA's Spitzer Science Center at
the California Institute of Technology, who
is a co-author of the new study published
in the April 1 issue of Astrophysical Journal
Letters. "Now we know that in at least one case,
there appears to be a delay, which tells us that
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some sort of communication may be going
on between the jets that takes time to occur."
Jets are an active phase in a young star's life.
A star begins as a collapsing, roundish cloud
of gas and dust. By ejecting supersonic jets
of gas, the cloud slows down its spinning. As
material falls onto the growing star, it develops
a surrounding disk of swirling material and
twin jets that shoot off from above and below
the disk, like a spinning top.
Once the star ignites and shines with starlight,
the jets will die off and the disk will thin out.
Ultimately, planets may clump together out
of material left in the spinning disk.
The discovery of the time delay, in the
jets called Herbig-Haro 34, has also led the
astronomers to narrow in on the size of the
zone from which the jets originate. The
new Spitzer observations limit this zone to a
circle around the young star with a radius of
3 astronomical units. An astronomical unit
is the distance between our sun and Earth.
This is about 10 times smaller than previous
estimates.
"Where we stand today on Earth was perhaps
once a very violent place where high-velocity
gas and dust were ejected from the disk circling
around our very young sun," said Alex Raga
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of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México, the first author of the paper. "If so,
the formation of planets like Earth depends
on how and when this phenomenon ended.
Essentially, every star like our own sun has gone
through a similar cloud-disk-jets formation
process."
One of the jets in Herbig-Haro 34 had
been studied extensively for years, but the
other remained hidden behind a dark cloud.
Spitzer's sensitive infrared vision was able to
pierce this cloud, revealing the obscured jet
in greater detail than ever before. The Spitzer
images show that the newfound jet is perfectly
symmetrical to its twin, with identical knots
of ejected material.
This symmetry turned out to be key to the
discovery of the jets' time delay. By measuring
the exact distances from the knots to the star,
the astronomy team was able to figure out that,
for every knot of material punched out by one
jet, a similar knot is shot out in the opposite
direction 4.5 years later. This calculation
also depended on the speed of the jets, which
was known from previous studies by NASA's
Hubble Space Telescope. Other symmetrical
jets similar to Herbig-Haro 34 have been
observed closely before, but it is not clear if
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they are also experiencing time delays.
The astronomers say that some kind of
communication is going on between the
Herbig-Haro 34 jets, likely carried by sound
waves. Knowing the length of the time delay and
the speed of sound allowed them to calculate
the maximum size of the jet-making zone.
The astronomy team is currently analyzing
other jets imaged by Spitzer, looking for more
evidence of time delays.
The Spitzer observations were made before
it used up its liquid coolant in May 2009 and
began its warm mission. f

Tycho's Supernova
Remnant: Exploding
Stars and Stripes
(NASA/CXC) This image comes from a
very deep Chandra observation of the Tycho
supernova remnant, produced by the explosion
of a white dwarf star in our Galaxy. Low-energy
X-rays (red) in the image show expanding
debris from the supernova explosion and high
energy X-rays (blue) show the blast wave, a
shell of extremely energetic electrons. These
high-energy X-rays show a pattern of X-ray
"stripes" never previously seen in a supernova
remnant. Some of the brightest stripes can
also directly be seen in the full color image,
on the right side of the remnant pointing
from the outer rim to the interior. The stellar
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Friends of The
CSN Planetarium

Be a Star in Our Sky
onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

The Planetarium - S1A
College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.  
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.
background is from the Digitized Sky Survey
and only shows stars outside the remnant.
These stripes may provide the first direct
evidence that supernova remnants can
accelerate particles to energies a hundred
times higher than achieved by the most
powerful particle accelerator on Earth, the
Large Hadron Collider. The results could
explain how some of the extremely energetic
particles bombarding the Earth, called cosmic
rays, are produced, and they provide support
for a theory about how magnetic fields can
be dramatically amplified in such blast waves.
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The X-ray stripes are thought to be regions
where the turbulence is greater and the magnetic
fields more tangled than surrounding areas.
Electrons become trapped in these regions
and emit X-rays as they spiral around the
magnetic field lines. Regions with enhanced
turbulence and magnetic fields were expected in
supernova remnants, but the motion of the most
energetic particles,
mostly protons, was
predicted to leave
a messy network
of holes and dense
walls corresponding
to weak and strong
regions of magnetic
fields, respectively.
Therefore, the
detection of stripes
was a surprise.
The size of the
holes was expected
to correspond to the
radius of the spiraling
motion of the highest
energy protons in the
supernova remnant.
These energies equal

June

the highest
energies of
cosmic rays
thought to
be produced
in our Galaxy.
The spacing
between
the stripes
corresponds
to this size,
providing
evidence for
the existence
of
these
extremely
energetic
protons.
The Tycho
supernova remnant is named for the famous
Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe, who reported
observing the supernova in 1572. It is located
in the Milky Way, about 13,000 light years from
Earth. Because of its proximity and intrinsic
brightness, the supernova was so bright that
it could be seen during the daytime with the
naked eye. f
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Month in
History
June
1: Commander John Ross of the Royal Navy
located the north magnetic pole in 1831.
2: Surveyor 1 was the first U.S. spacecraft to
land softly on the moon in 1966.
3: The first U.S. space walk was accomplished
by astronaut Ed White on Gemini 4 1965.
White was outside the Gemini capsule for
22 minutes.
6: When Soyuz 11 was launched into earth
orbit in 1971, it became the first spacecraft
to carry a human crew to an orbiting space
station (Salyut 1).
8: The first free flight of the hypersonic
research craft X-15 in 1957. The craft was
dropped from under the wing of a B-52
for an unpowered glide test.
9: In 1931, the American Robert Goddard
patented the first rocket powered aircraft
design.
11: In 1985, the two Soviet Vega spacecraft were
the first to use balloons in the investigation
of the atmosphere of another world during a
flyby of Venus on their way to Comet Halley.
13: Pioneer 10 launched March 2, 1972, became
the first man-made object to cross the orbit
of Pluto, then considered the most distant
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planet, in 1983.
16:  Valentina Tereshkova, aboard Vostok 6,
became the first woman in space in 1963.
She is also the only woman to solo in space.
18: Sally Ride became the first American
woman in space in 1983, twenty years after
Valentina Tereshkova.  See June 16.
20: The first liquid fueled rocket plane, the
Heinkel He-176, flew in Germany in 1939.
22: Charon, the moon of Pluto, was discovered
by James Christy of the U. S. Naval
Observatory in 1978.
23: The three man crew of Soyuz 11, the first
crew to successfully visit a space station in
orbit (Salyut 1), died during reentry due
to a hatch failure that resulted in a loss of
cabin pressure. See June 6.
25: Hermann Oberth, who was instrumental
in the development of theories and hardware
for rocket flight in the 1920’s and 30’s was
born on this date in 1894.
26: Charles Messier, famous French comet
seeker and creator of the Messier Catalog,
was born on this date in 1730. He helped
to establish the tradition of naming comets
for their discovers.
27: The X-15 rocket plane set an atmospheric
speed record of 6,606 km/hr (4,105 mi/
hr) in 1962.
29: George Ellery Hale, the moving force
behind the development of the then largest
telescope in the world at four different
times, was born in 1868. The five meter
telescope on Palomar Mountain is named
in his honor. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication. Call
651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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Sky
Calendar

June

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit Elev.
Pluto
Sagittarius
1:35 am (35°)
Ceres
Cetus
7:10 am (43°)
Eris
Cetus
8:49 am (50°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 7:39 pm (82°)
All times are Pacific Daylight Time. Rise and Haumea Boötes
8:49 pm (73°)
set times are for the astronomical horizon at
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
The Planets
of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
Mercury. Mercury is in the evening sky setting Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahabout 1H hours before the sun at the end of keh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require a
the month. Superior conjunction (far side professional sized telescope. Transit times and
of the sun from earth) occurs on June 12. altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the object
is at its highest in the southern sky. Each will
Venus.  Venus is appears in the southeastern appear slightly lower in the sky from Reno. f
sky rising about an hour before the sun.
Look for Mercury, Jupiter and Mars as they
continue to shift positions above Venus.
The Moon
Mars. Mars, in Taurus, is now visible in the
Each day the moon rises about one hour
morning sky shortly before sunrise. Look later than the day before. The New Moon (not
for Mars rising about an hour before Venus visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
by the end of the month.
rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Aries, is visible in the early The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
morning sky rising a few hours before and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
sunrise. Look for the waning crescent moon last quarter moon rises near midnight and
to rise just before Jupiter on the morning sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
of June 26.
closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
Saturn.  Saturn, in Virgo, is high in the south
the average.
at sunset. Saturn is an excellent object for
viewing in a small telescope. The famous
New Moon Jun. 1
2:03 pm pdt
rings are well placed and visible at moderate
First quarter Jun. 8
7:11 pm
magnification. Look for the waxing gibbous
Full Moon
Jun. 15
1:14 pm
moon to pass below Saturn on the evening
Last quarter Jun. 23
4:48 am
of June 9.
New Moon Jul. 1
1:54 am
Uranus. Uranus, in Pisces, is about 30° west
of Jupiter and rises about two hours earlier.
The last quarter moon is above and to the
left of Uranus on the morning of June 23.

Apogee
Perigee
Apogee

May 27
Jun. 11
Jun. 23

2:59 am pdt
6:43 pm
9:14 pm

There will be a partial eclipse of the sun
Neptune. Neptune, in Aquarius, is visible in visible from the Arctic on June 1. There will
the southeast in the morning sky as it rises be a total Lunar eclipse on June 15. Neither
shortly before midnight by mid-month.
will be visible from the U.S. f
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The Sun

Date
Jun. 1
Jun. 4
Jun. 7
Jun. 10
Jun. 13
Jun. 16
Jun. 19
Jun. 22
Jun. 25
Jun. 28
Jun. 30

Las Vegas

Sunrise
5:25 am pdt
5:24
5:23
5:23
5:23
5:23
5:23
5:24
5:25
5:26
5:27

Sunset
7:52 pm pdt
7:54
7:56
7:57
7:59
8:00
8:01
8:01
8:02
8:02
8:02
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Day
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Thu.

Summer Solstice
As the earth revolves around the sun, its
north pole is tilted alternately towards and
away from the sun. The date when the north
pole is tilted most directly towards the sun is
called the summer solstice. This year it occurs
on June 21 at 10:16 am pdt.
Because of the 23H degree tilt of the earth’s
axis of rotation (here
Winter
tilted away from the
observer), the daily
path of the sun varies
during the year. In the
Spring
summer, the sun rises
north of east, climbs
high in the southern
sky at midday, and sets
north of west. Days are long and nights are
short. In the winter, when the north pole is
tilted away from the sun, days are short and
nights are long. The sun rises south of east,
stays low in the southern sky at midday, and
sets south of west.
On the summer solstice, the sun rises
at its northernmost position along the
eastern horizon and sets at its northernmost
position along the western horizon. Many
ancient civilizations used observation of
this phenomenon to keep their calendars
from drifting, and one of the more obvious

Date
Jun. 1
Jun. 4
Jun. 7
Jun. 10
Jun. 13
Jun. 16
Jun. 19
Jun. 22
Jun. 25
Jun. 28
Jun. 30

Reno

Sunrise
5:34 am pdt
5:33
5:32
5:32
5:31
5:31
5:32
5:32
5:33
5:34
5:35

Sunset
8:20 pm pdt
8:23
8:24
8:26
8:27
8:29
8:29
8:30
8:31
8:31
8:31

Day
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Thu.

things Stonehenge was built for was to keep
calendars accurate.
The number of hours of daylight is greatest
on the solstice, being 14H hours for Las Vegas
(about 15 hours for Reno). This also marks
the shortest night of the year with only 9H
hours at Las Vegas (about 9 hours for Reno).  
If you notice the sunrise and sunset table on
this page, you’ll find that solstice, though, is
not the date of the
earliest sunrise, nor of
the latest sunset. The
difference is caused
Fall
by the solstice being
measured with respect
to the center of the sun
Summer and the rise and set
times being measured
from the upper limb of the sun.
The high angle of the noon sun increases
the efficiency with which the sun heats the
ground. Combined with long days and short
nights, this is why the summer months are
hot in our region. The opposite occurs in the
winter, producing cold weather. The reason
our hottest part of summer and coldest part of
winter come some weeks after the solstices is
that the temperature of the planet is somewhat
buffered by the thermal lag of the surface,
which takes a while to warm up in summer
and cool down in winter. f
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The CSN Planetarium and The Fleischmann Planetarium are units of the
Nevada System of Higher Education.
CSN President: Dr. Michael Richards
UNR President: Dr. Milton Glick
NSHE Chancellor: Daniel Klaich
NSHE Board of Regents:  James Dean Levitt - Chair, Dr. Jason Geddes - Vice
Chair, Mark Alden, Dr. Andrea Anderson, Robert Blakely, William Cobb,
Cedric Crear, Dr. Mark Doubrava, Ronald Knecht, Kevin Melcher, Kevin Page,
Dr. Jack Lund Schofield, Michael Wixom.

Contact us at:
The Planetarium - S1A

Fleischmann Planetarium

College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV  89030-4228

University of Nevada
1664 N. Virginia Street
Reno, NV  89557-0010

http://www.csn.edu/planetarium/

http://planetarium.unr.edu/

